Are you ready for the boards?

The best possible way to prepare for the exam from any internet connection!

- Extensive question bank
- Take realistic practice exams
- Includes additional science questions for Pharmacy
- Correct answers and explanations available in study mode
- Detailed score reports assess your strengths and weaknesses
- Build your confidence for the boards!
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Exam Master OnLine™ has developed a valuable tool for candidates preparing for the North American Pharmacist Licensure Examination (NAPLEX). The Exam Master® system offers access to 1650+* multiple choice questions covering 8 key subject areas. Take practice exams and quizzes, review your results, and study the detailed explanations in a fast and efficient format. Questions organized based on the latest NAPLEX blueprint**.

To register and get started today using Exam Master® go to:
http://www.exammaster2.com/wdsentry/ucwvph.htm

*Note: Question counts are subject to change as Exam Master® updates its question bank on a continual basis.
**This product is not endorsed by nor does Exam Master® have an affiliation with the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy (NABP).